Formulas for Finding the Argument for Which a Function Has a Given Derivative
The problem of finding where a function /(*) that is tabulated at equal intervals h has a given derivative (i.e. given /'(*) = fj -/'(*o + ph), to find p) arises very frequently in numerical computation, especially in the location of a maximum or minimum point when /'(*o + ph) = 0. The usual methods for finding where the derivative of a function has a certain value are either (1) to calculate the derivatives at the tabular points and then perform inverse interpolation, (2) to estimate where the derivative has the desired value and then subtabulate the first derivative in which connection a table by Salzer1 will be found helpful, or (3) to reverse the series in p, obtained by differentiating any one of the direct interpolation formulas for /(*o + ph). The drawback in (1) is that it involves two separate steps, and the drawback in (2) is that it requires much more work than is necessary, together with a large amount of continual personal inspection. Thus method (3) which gives p in terms of the tabular entries /(*o + mh) seems to be the most convenient, and it is recommended by Gibb,2 in the form of reversion of a series involving differences. This present note gives the coefficients of the reversed series for p directly in terms of the tabular entries, so that no differences are necessary. However, if differences are already available, one might use them conveniently in the formulas given at the end which are obtained by reversing the series for the derivative of the Newton-Stirling formula using central differences 502m and mean-central differences p502m+1, viz.,
which, after transposition of the constant term in the right member, and division by the coefficient of p, assumes the form r = p + sp2 + tp3 + up* + vph + • • ■. The formulas are for all cases where 3 through 7 points are needed in direct interpolation.
These formulas are similar to the formulas for inverse interpolation by the author;3 but these combine the two operations of differentiation and inverse interpolation in a simple manner. The function /(*) requires « points for direct interpolation when the interpolating polynomial which equals /(*0 + mh) = f(xm) = fm, xm m *o + mh, m = -[(« -l)/2] to [w/2], is of the (n -l)th degree. Corresponding to « = 3(1)7, quantities r, s, t, u and v are defined below. (The user must note carefully that in fJ = /'(*), the derivative is with respect to *, and not p. Then the quantity p is given by p = r -r2s + r3(2s2 -t) + r4 (-5s3 + 5st -u) + r6(14s4 -21s2/ + 3¿2 + 6su -v) + r6(-42s6 + 84s3/ -28si2 -28s2w + 7tu + 7sv) + ■■■.
When differences are available it is convenient to define the r, s, t, u and v according to the scheme below, the formula for p being the same as above. However, these formulas using differences, when expressed in terms of the tabular entries fm, are not the same as those previously given directly in terms of fm. Thus, when differences are available, these formulas using differences might serve as a partial check on those formulas without differences, or vice versa : for « = 0(1)1019. There is no chilead devoid of prime pairs and only three (n = 688,851,927) with but a single prime pair. The rows of this table are added to give the number of prime pairs in each of the 102 myriads 10000« < p < 10000(« + 1) for « = 0(1)101. These frequencies are, in turn, added by tens to give a 10 entry table for each interval of 100000. The grand total gives 8168 prime pairs < 106.
